
Report on open meeting 2nd Nov 2013                

Personalisation in the setting of a Camphill Community 

A team from the Hatch Community in Thornbury made a most effective and welcome presentation of 

how an individual community translates the government’s personalisation policy into the daily lives of 

residents. There were several aspects to this presentation. Cecilie Bradshaw, the manager of the Hatch 

Community, explained the essence of Rudolf Steiner’s and Karl Koenig’s philosophy and then developed 

most  clearly the requirements of government policy on personalisation and mental capacity. She told us 

how the community actually puts policy into practice in making residents’ lives more individualised, 

while still emphasising the importance of community life. 

Two Hatch residents, Claire Brenan and Helen Nolan,  also spoke about their lives, beautifully illustrated 

with photographs, and shared their thoughts with us most movingly about how they enjoy both the 

distinctly individual aspects of their activities, such as being closely involved in the local church, and the 

lives of their households and community. Helen’s father also gave a most effective summary of the 

advantages of taking on deputyship for his daughter. This provided much thought for families present. 

There were many questions and answers from families, many of whom were impressed and reassured 

by the Hatch presentation. Cecilie’s power point presentation can be obtained by clocking here. 

Retaining Camphill philosophy and features within modern management and compliance 

This was a fairly brief session, taking advantage of Cecilie’s presence, based up on the morning’s 

discussion about personalisation and comprising mostly questions and answers about how the Hatch 

successfully maintains those features of Camphill that are so important to families. Cecilie emphasised 

the importance meeting the expectations of CQC and the local authority while still adhering to 

traditional Camphill community life through extensive anthroposophical training and approaches to 

learning disability. 

Many families were reassured and heartened by this discussion.  Cecilie will write an article on this for a 

future newsletter. 

The meeting ended with an open session to allow a space for CVT families to share information and 

opinions.   

 

 


